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Abstract

GOLOG is a high-level programming language for the
specification of complex actions. It combines the situ-
ation calculus with control structures known from con-
ventional programming languages. Given a suitable ax-
iomatization of what the world is like initially and how
the primitive actions change the world, the GOLOG in-
terpreter derives for each program a corresponding lin-
ear sequence of legally executable primitive actions, if
one exists. Despite its expressive power, GOLOC’s ap-
plicability is severely limited because the derivation of
a linear sequence of actions requires that the outcome
of each action is known beforehand. Sensing actions
do not meet this requirement since their outcome can
only be determined by executing them and not by rea-
sorting about them. In this paper we extend GOLOG
by incorporating sensing actions. Instead of producing
a linear sequence of actions, the new interpreter yields
a tree of actions. The idea is that a particular path
in the tree represents a legal execution of primitive ac-
tions conditioned on the possible outcome of sensing
actions along the way.

Introduction
When reasoning about action one is often faced with
incomplete knowledge. For example, when trying to
achieve a goal such as catching an airplane, there usu-
ally is not enough information at the outset for an agent
to come up with a single course of actions which would
satisfy the goal. For instance, I may not know the de-
parture gate of the plane until I actually reach the air-
port (or, to be more modern, until I check my airline’s
web-site.) What is needed are sensing actions which,
when executed at the appropriate time, gather relevant
information about the world and whose outcome deter-
mines what other actions need to be performed later.

Despite this obvious observation, dealing with sens-
ing in both a principled and practical way has been
surprisingly difficult. On the principled side, there has
been substantial progress in understanding the connec-
tion between knowledge, sensing, and action, see for
example (Moo85a; Mor87; SL93; Lev96; LL98). There
have also been several proposals to incorporate sens-
ing actions into planning systems such as (EHW92;
GW96; BS97). While planning may be workable in

limited domains, we support the view of Levesque and
Reiter (LR98) that general purpose planning is not suf-
ficient as the main means for agents such as robots to
decide how to achieve a task. The argument here is
mainly one of complexity. The planning problem with-
out sensing is already highly intractable, and adding
sensing only compounds the problem.

Rather than leaving it completely up to the robot
to construct a plan from a set of primitive actions, an
alternative strategy would be to devise a suitable high-
level programming language in which the user speci-
fies not just a goal but also how it is to be achieved,
perhaps leaving small subtasks to be handled by an
automatic planner. An example of such a language
is GOLOG (LRL97), which combines the expressive
power of the situation calculus with control struc-
tures known from conventional programming languages.
A key property of GOLOG (or, more precisely, the
GOLOG interpreter) is that it takes a program and ver-
ifies off-line whether it is legally executable. In case the
verification succeeds, it also produces a plan in terms
of a linear sequence of primitive actions which can then
be immediately executed.

While GOLOG comes with an efficient Prolog im-
plementation, its applicability in real world domains is
severely limited because sensing actions are not handled
properly. The problem is that in order to come up with
a sequence of actions GOLOG needs to have M1 the
relevant information beforehand to decide on a course
of actions to achieve a goal, whereas the whole point
of sensing is that some information becomes available
only at run-time. This deficiency became very clear in
a recent robotics application (BCF98), where our group
employed GOLOG to specify the actions of a robot who
gives guided tours in a museum. While GOLOG pro-
vided more than enough flexibility in terms of the avail-
able control structures, not being able to deal with sens-
ing proved to be rather cumbersome.1

1Here we do not mean sensing as it is needed for safe
navigation, which was not handled at the logical level at all,
but was left to lower level components of the robot. What
we do mean is sensing at the abstract task level, which,
in this application, involved mainly the interaction with a
visitor during a guided tour.
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Despite recent arguments against it (dGL98),~" we be-
lieve that off-line verification of a plan is a valuable
feature of GOLOG, in particular, during program de-
velopment where mistakes are bound to happen, and
it seems desirable to be able to take into account sens-
ing actions as well. This paper provides a step in this
direction.

To illustrate the problem and our proposal, let us
consider the airport example in somewhat more detail.
Suppose that the agent is already at the airport, but she
does not know the gate yet. Before boarding the plane,
she wants to buy a newspaper and coffee. In case the
gate number is 90 or up, it is preferable to buy coffee
at the gate, otherwise it is better to buy coffee before
going to the gate. Let us assume, we have the following
primitive actions: buy_paper, buy_coffee, goto_gate, and
sense_gate, which senses the value of gate (perhaps by
glancing at the departure information monitor).

In GOLOG one might be tempted to write the follow-
ing (grossly oversimplified) procedure to catch a plane.

proc catch_plane
sense_gate;
buy_paper;
if gate >_ 90 then goto_gate;buy_coffee else

buy_coffee;goto_gate endif
endproc

Let us assume also that we have a set of ax-
ioms which suitably characterize what the world is
like initially, what the action preconditions are, and
how actions change the world and the agent’s knowl-
edge about the world (see the next section for hints
about how all this is done). Given these axioms, the
GOLOG interpreter then tries to logically derive a lin-
ear sequence of primitive actions which are legally ex-
ecutable and which represent an execution trace of
catch_plane. In our case, the only plausible candi-
dates are sense_gate.buy_paper.goto_gate.buy_coffee and
sense_gate.buy_paper.buy_coffee.goto_gate. The problem
is that it will only be known at runtime and after the ex-
ecution of sense_gate which of the two sequences is the
actual one. Hence GOLOG, running off-line, is bound
to fail since it cannot decide between the two.

If GOLOG allowed for branching in the plans it pro-
duces the problem could be overcome. In the example,
we would need a plan that starts with sense_gate fol-
lowed by buy_paper and then splits into two branches
consisting of goto_gate followed by buy_coffee and the
other way around, depending on whether gate > 90 or
not. This is in fact the main modification of GOLOG
we propose in this paper. We call plans with branches
conditional action trees (CAT’s), which are binary trees
whose nodes are primitive actions. In addition, when-
ever branching occurs, a formula is attached as a label,
whose truth value at execution time determines which
branch is taken. A CAT for the airport example would
be denoted as:

2We will get back to (dGL98) in the last section.

sense_gate.bug_paper.[gate > 90,
goto_gate, bug_coffee,
buy_coffee, goto_gat e] .3

It turns out that the GOLOG interpreter which han-
dles CAT’s has a simple specification, which is very
similar to the original one given in (LRL97). In our
extension of GOLOG we allow sensing truth values as
well as the referent of terms (as in the above exam-
ple). Note also that branching need not occur imme-
diately at the time of sensing. In contrast, (Lev96;
dGL98) only consider sensing truth values and branch-
ing happens immediately at the time of sensing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next two sections, we give very brief introductions into
the situation calculus and GOLOG, respectively. Then
we extend the situation calculus by introducing condi-
tional action trees. After that, we define sGOLOG (=
GOLOG + sensing) and an off-line interpreter for it.
We conclude the paper by summarizing our results and
comparing our work to (dGL98).

Situation Calculus4

One increasingly popular language for representing and
reasoning about the preconditions and effects of actions
is the situation calculus (McC63). We will only go over
the language briefly here noting the following features:
all terms in the language are one of three sorts, ordinary
objects, actions or situations; there is a special constant
So used to denote the initial situation, namely that sit-
uation in which no actions have yet occurred; there is a
distinguished binary function symbol do where do(a, s)
denotes the successor situation to s resulting from per-
forming the action a; relations whose truth values vary
from situation to situation, are called relational fluents,
and are denoted by predicate symbols taking a situa-
tion term as their last argument; similarly, functions
varying across situations are called functional fluents
and are denoted analogously; finally, there is a special
predicate Poss(a, s) used to state that action a is exe-
cutable in situation s. Throughout the paper we write
action and situation variables using the letters a and s,
respectively, possible with sub- and superscripts. (The
same convention applies to meta-variables for terms of
the respective sorts.)

Within this language, we can formulate theories
which describe how the world changes as the result of
the available actions. One possibility is a basic action
theory of the following form (Rei91):

¯ Axioms describing the initial situation, So.

¯ Action precondition axioms, one for each primitive
action a, characterizing Poss(a, s).

¯ Successor state axioms, one for each fluent F, stat-
ing under what conditions F(~., do(a, s)) holds as a

3While this CAT looks very similar to the original
GOLOG program, this is not true in general.

4Large parts of the this Section were originally written
by Hector Levesque.
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function of what holds in situation s. These take the
place of the so-called effect axioms, but also provide
a solution to the frame problem (Rei91).

¯ Domain closure and unique names axioms for the
primitive actions.

¯ A collection of foundational, domain independent ax-
ioms.

In (LR94) the following foundational axioms are
considered:s

1. VsVa.so ¢ do(a, s).

2. Val,a2,sl,s,. do(at,st) = do(a~,s2) D
(al = a2 A sl = s2).

3. VP. P(SO) A [VsVa.(P(s) D P(do(a, s)))] YsP(s).

4. Vs. ",(s < So).

5. Vs, s’,a. (s < do(a, s’) - (Poss(a, s’) A s <_ 
where s < s’ is an abbreviation for s < s’ V s = s~.

The first three axioms serve to characterize the space
of all situations, making it isomorphic to the set of
ground terms of the form do(al,. .., do(an,So) .. 
which we also abbreviate as do(g, So), where g stands
for the sequence at .a2....-a,~. The third axiom ensures,
by second-order induction, that there are no situations
other than those accessible using do from So. The final
two axioms serve to characterize a < relation between
situations.

Knowledge and Action So far the language allows
us to talk only about how the actual world evolves start-
ing in the initial situation So. With sensing, we also
need an account of what the agent doing the actions
knows about the world initially and in successor sit-
uations. Following (SL93), which in turn is based 
(Moo85a), we introduce a binary fluent K(s’, s) which
can be read as "in situation s, the agent thinks that s’
is (epistemically) accessible."

Given K, knowledge can then be defined in a way
similar to possible-world semantics (Kri63; Hin62) 
truth in all accessible situations. We denote knowledge
using the following macro, where a may contain the

now refer to a withspecial situation symbol now. Let a,
all occurrences of now replaced by s. Then

Knows(a, S) -- Vs’Z’((s’, D G,%°w

For example, to express that the agent knows that
she is at the airport after going there we could write
Knows( am_at( airport, now ), do( goto_aiport, So which
stands for

Vs’ K ( s’, So) D am_at(airport, now).

Given Knows we introduce further abbreviations
which tell us whether the truth value of a formula or
the value of a term is known:

Kwhether(G, S) -- Knows(a, S) V Knows(-,G, S).

Kre~(~, s) -- 3~Knows(~ = ~, s).
5In addition to the standard axioms of equality.

For example, the fact that the agent knows which
gate to go to after sensing the value of the fluent gate we
write 3xKref(gate(now) = x, do(sense_gate, s)), which
stands for

3xVs’I((s’, do(sense_gate, s)) D gate(s’) 

In other words, after reading the value of gate, the
fluent has the same value in all the situations the agents
considers possible.

To specie, how actions and, in particular, sensing ac-
tions change what is known, we follow (Lev96) and in-
troduce a special function SF with two arguments, an
action and a situation. As in the case of Poss it is as-
sumed that SF is user-defined, that is, the user writes
down sensed fluent axioms, one for each action type.
The idea is that SF(a, s) gives the value sensed by ac-
tion a in situation s. So we might have, for example,

SF(sense_gate, s) = gate(s).

In case the action a has no sensing component (as in
simple physical actions, like moving), the axiom should
state that SF(a,s) is some fixed value, say 0. If the
action serves to sense whether or not some fluent ¢(s)
holds, two fixed values can be used such as 0 and 1.

In (SL93), Scherl and Levesque formulate a solution
to the frame problem for knowledge by proposing a suc-
cessor state a.,dom for K. Here we use the variant given
in (Lev96):

Definition 1: Va, s, s’.Poss(a, s) D K(s’, do(a, s)) 
3s".s’ = do(a, s") ̂  K(s", s) ̂  Pods(a, 
^[SF(a, ~) = SF(a, s")].

Roughly, after doing action a the agent thinks it could
be in situation s’ just in case s’ results from doing a in
some previously accessible situation s", provided a is
possible in s" and both s and s" agree on the value
being sensed.

GOLOG
GOLOG (LRL97) is a logic-programming language
which, in addition to the primitive actions of the situ-
ation calculus, allows the definition of complex actions
using programming constructs which are very much
like those known from conventional programming lan-
guages. The procedure catch_plane introduced earlier is
an example of such a complex action. Here is a list of
the constructs available in GOLOG:

A primitive action
¢? test a condition
(Pl; P2) sequence
(Pl IP2) nondet, choice
(~rx.p) nondet, choice of arg.

p* nondet, iteration
if ¢ then Pl else p2 endif conditional
while ¢ do p endwhile loop
proc p(~) endproe procedures

What is special about GOLOG is that the mean-
ing of these constructs is completely defined by sen-
tences in the situation calculus. For this purpose, a
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macro Do(p, s, s’) is introduced whose intuitive mean-
ing is that executing the program p in situation s leads
to situation s’. Here we provide some of the definitions
needed for Do. See (LRL97) for the complete list.

Do(A, s, s’) - Poss(A, s) A s’ = do(A, where A
is a primitive action.
Do((pl;p2), s, s’) - 3s"Do(pl, s, s")ADo(p2, 
Do((pllp2), s, s’) - Do(p1, s, s’) V Do(p2, 
Do(¢?, s, s’) - ¢(s) A s 
Do(if ¢ then Pl else P2 endif, s, s’) --"

Do([(C?; m)I(-’¢?; p2)], s, 
Here ¢ is a formula of the situation calculus with all

situation arguments suppressed, which we also call a
situation-free formula. ¢(s) is then obtained from ¢ 
reinserting s as the situation argument at the appropri-
ate places. For example, if

¢ = (gate = 99) A am_at(airport),

where gate and am_at are fiuents, then

¢(s) (gate(s) = 99) A am_at(airport, s)

Given a situation calculus theory AX of the domain
in question as sketched in the previous section, exe-
cuting a program p means to first find a sequence of
primitive actions g such that

AX ~ Do(p, So, do(& So))

and then handing the sequence g to an appropriate
module that takes care of actually performing those ac-
tions in the real world.

Conditional action trees

In this section, we augment the situation calculus with
conditional action trees. The idea is that, instead of
having only linear action histories (i.e. situations), 
have a tree of actions, where each path represents a
situation.

We begin by introducing two new sorts, a sort for-
mula for situation-free formulas and a sort CAT for
conditional action trees. For each sort we add infinitely
many variables to the language. We write ¢ and c with
possible sub- or superscripts for variables of sort for-
mula and CAT, respectively. Since there is a standard
way of doing this, we gloss over the details of how to
reify formulas as terms in the language. Given a term
of sort formula, we even take the liberty to write ¢(s) 
place of a formula, where in fact we would need to say
Holds(C, s), where Holds is appropriately axiomatized.

CAT terms are made up of a special constant e, de-
noting the empty CAT, the primitive actions, and two
constructors a.c and [¢, cl, c2], where a is an action, ¢ is
a term of sort formula and c, O, and c2 are themselves
CAT’s.6 ¢ is also called a branch-formula, cl and c2

SLogically, ̄ and [_,., _] are binary and ternary functions,
respectively. We write them this way for better readability
of CAT’s.

are called the true- and false-branch (for ¢). We saw
an example CAT already in the introduction.

We can define CAT’s within the situation calculus
by adding the following foundational axioms, which are
analogues of the basic foundational axioms of the situ-
ation calculus introduced earlier. (In the following, free
variables in a formula are considered to be universally
quantified.) The first five axioms make sure that CAT’s
are all distinct. The role of Axiom 6 is the same as the
induction axiom for situations and minimizes the set of
CAT’s.

1. a.cCe.

2. [¢, m, c2] # e.
3. a.c=a’.c’Da=a~Ac=d

4. [¢, c~, c2] = [¢’, cl, 4] ~ ¢ = ¢’ ̂  cl = el A c~ = 4-
5. [¢, m, c2] ¢ a-e.
6. VP.P(e) VaP(a) A[Va, c.P(c) A c 7£e DP(c)]A

[g¢, cl, c2.P(ct) A P(c2) D P([¢, cl, c21)1 D Vc.P(c).

It is also convenient to define the follmving predicate
ezt, which will be needed later to define how GOLOG,
having already produced a CAT c in situation s, extends
c by a CAT c" to produce c’. Informally, eat(d, c, c*, s)
holds if c’ is a CAT which contains a path p from c
extended by the CAT c*. p is obtained by starting at
situation s and then moving down the tree replacing
s by successor situations according to the actions en-
countered along the path. p follows a particular branch
in the tree depending on the truth value of the corre-
sponding branch-formula relative to the current situa-
tion. Formally, eat(d, c, c*, s} is defined to be logically
equivalent to the conjunction of the following formulas:

C~ ~ D c" = C"

c=aDc’=a.c"

c = =. c, v (3cl.c’ = a. cl A e=t(cl, c,, c’, do(,, s)))
c = [¢, c=, c~] ~ (~4, 4.c’ = [¢, 4, 4]A

¢(s) ez.t(cl2, c2, c*, s)
~¢(s) ~ ~xt(c~, cs, c*, 

For example, let c = al ¯ a2 ̄  [p, aa, e] and let p be
false at do(a2, do(a1, s) Then ext(d, c, c*,s) holds for
c* = [q, e, a4] and c’ = el -a2. [p, a~, [q, e, a4]]. Note that
c’ can differ arbitrarily in the branches which are not
taken, in this case the true-branch for p.

Lastly, we introduce a two-place function cdo, which
takes a CAT c and a situation s and returns a situation
which is obtained from s using the actions along a par-
ticular path in c. The idea is that cdo follows a certain
branch in the tree depending on the truth value of the
respective branch-formula at the current situation.

cdo(e, s) = 
cdo(a, s) = do(a, 

cdo(a .c, s) = cdo(c, do(a, 

cdo([¢, c~, c2]), s) 
if ¢(s) then cdo(cl, s) else cdo(c2, s).
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While we now have a precise idea of what CAT’s are,
nothing has been said about how to generate them in
a way so that they can be handed to an agent for exe-
cution. For this purpose we consider sGOLOG, which
extends GOLOG by dealing with CAT’s instead of lin-
ear sequences of actions.

sGOLOG

Programs in sGOLOG are those of GOLOG augmented
by sensing actions for both formulas and terms. The
main difference compared to the original GOLOG is
that the interpreter now produces CAT’s instead of sit-
uations. When constructing a CAT, a decision must
be made as to when new branches, that is, constructs
of the form [¢, ci, c"-] are introduced. One idea is to
introduce them automatically whenever a sensing ac-
tion occurs. This seems fine if we are sensing the truth
value of a formula (like ¢), but what should we branch
on if we are sensing the value of a term, in particular
if there are (infinitely) many potential values for the
term? To overcome this problem, we leave the intro-
duction of new branches under the control of the user
by providing a new special action branch_on(C), whose
"effect" is to introduce a new CAT [¢, e, el. Since we
want sGOLOG to produce CAT’s which are ready for
execution, we need to make sure that the truth values
of the formulas which decide on which branch to take
are known. This is taken care of by attaching an ap-
propriate Kwhe’cher-term to the definition of branch_on.
Roughly, introducing a CAT [¢, e, el at situation s suc-
ceeds only if Kwhether(¢(now), holds, that is, if t he
truth value of ¢ is known at s. This is the only place in
sGOLOG where explicit reference to the agent’s knowl-
edge is required. Of course, the user is free to add more
contraints involving the agent’s knowledge as part of
the user-defined action preconditions. We will see an
example below.

Technically, the sGOLOG interpreter is defined in a
way very similar to the original GOLOG. We introduce
a three place macro Do(p, s, c) which expands into a
formula of the situation calculus augmented by CAT’s.
It may be read as "executing the program p in situation
s results in CAT c." Note the difference compared to
the original Do, where the last argument was a situation
rather than a CAT.

We begin with an auxiliary four-place macro Do4.
Intuitively, Do4(p, s, c, c’) may be read as "starting in
situation s, executing the CAT c and then the program
p leads to d, which is an extension of c."

Do4(p, s, c, c’) 
3c’Do(p, cdo(c, s), c*) A eat(d, c, c*, 

Do(p, s, c) is then defined as follows:

Do(a, s, c) - Ross(a, s) A c for every primitive
action a.

Do(branch_on(C), s, "--
Kwhether(¢(now), S) A [¢, e, el.

Do(C?, s, c) - ¢(s) A c = 
Do((pl IP--). s, c) - Do(p,, s, c) v Do(p., s, 
Do( (pl ; p~_). s, -: Bc’Do(pl, s, c ’) A Do4(p2, s, c’, 

Oo(~-~:p, s, c) -- ~=Do(p, ~, c).
Do(p*,s,c) - VP[P(e,e) A VCl,C"-,c3.P(cl,c"-)A

Do4(p, s, c2, c3) D R(cl, c3)] D P(e, c).

Do(proc P p endproc, s, c) - Do(p, s, c)7

Note that the definitions of the various program con-
structs are not that different from the original ones.
In fact, if we confine ourselves to GOLOG programs
without sensing and without occurrences of the special
action branch_on, it is not hard to show that the two
interpreters coincide.

Theorem I: Let DOold stand for the old definition of
Do. Let p be a GOLOG program without sensing and
branch_on-actions and let c = al .c"- . . .’cn for primitive
actions ai. Then ~ Do(p, s, c) =. DOo,d (p, s, cdo(c, 

The airport example revisited

Let us now see how the airport example could be han-
dled in sGOLOG. To keep the formalization brief, we
make various simplifying assumptions. For example, we
assume implicitly that the agent is at the airport and
that buy_coffee, buy_paper, and sense_gate are always
possible. The only restriction is that goto_gate requires
the referent of gate to be known.

Poss( buy_coffee, s) -- TRUE
Poss(buy_paper, s) - TRUE
Poss( sense_gate, s) =_ TRUE
Poss(goto_gate, s) =_ Kref(gate, 

sense_gate is the only sensing action. Hence, SF always
returns the same value for the others:

SF(buy_coffee, s) = 
SF(buy_paper, s) = 
SF(goto_gate, s) = 
SF( sense_gate, s) = gate(s).

gate is the only fluent, and it never changes its value:

Ross(a, s) D gate(do(a, s)) = y =- gate(s) 

Finally, the sGOLOG program to catch the plane is
like the one in the introduction except for the explicit
branch_on action:

proc catch_plane
sense_gate;
buy_paper;
branch_on(gate > 90);
if gate > 90 then goto_gate;buy_coffee

else buy_coffee;goto_gate
endif

endproc

7Here we only consider simple non.recursive procedures
without parameters so that we can deal with the example
below. The full paper will include the definition for arbitrary
procedures.
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Assuming that AX consists of the foundational ax-
ioms of our extended situation calculus, the above air-
port axioms, and simple arithmetic to compare num-
bers, we obtain

AX D Do(catch_plane, So, c) with

c = sense_gate, buy_paper. [gate > 90,
goto_gat e. buy_coffee, buy_co ff ee. goto_gate] .

Finally note that, if buying coffee was not an is-
sue, the program could be simplified to the sequence
sense_gate; buy_paper;,goto_gate, which is legally exe-
cutable and shows that sensing need not even lead to
branching plans. Such situations where a sensing action
does not result in a new branch in the plan seem to be
quite common in ordinary circumstances, that is, sens-
ing is often used only to satisfy knowledge preconditions
of subsequent actions. We believe that sGOLOG han-
dles this aspect in a very natural way. We will elaborate
on this topic in the full paper.

Conclusions
In this paper we proposed sGOLOG, which extends
GOLOG by adding sensing actions for sensing the truth
values of formulas as well as the referents of terms. We
provided an off-line interpreter for sGOLOG, whose def-
inition is simple and remarkably similar to the original
one proposed for GOLOG. Instead of producing a linear
sequence of primitive actions, the sGOLOG interpreter
generates a tree of actions, if one exists, with the idea
that branching is conditioned on the outcome of sensing
actions.

Except perhaps for Kref and Kwhether, it is easy
to turn the specification into a Prolog implementation
similar the original GOLOG implementation. Under
some simplifying assumptions Kref and Kwhether can
be handled as well without having to actually imple-
ment the K-fluent. Perhaps the simplest restriction
would be to only consider sensing fluents (and not ar-
bitrary formulas) and terms and to assume that their
value becomes known only after an appropriate sens-
ing action has been performed. In that case, testing
whether the value of a fluent is known at a given situa-
tion reduces to checking whether the appropriate sens-
ing action occurs in the sequence of actions leading up
to the current situation.

In (dGL98), de Giacomo and Levesque propose a dif-
ferent version of GOLOG with sensing. They advocate
a combination of off-line and on-line interpretation. On-
line interpretation means, roughly, that instead of ver-
ifying that the whole program is executable, the inter-
preter finds the next executable primitive action and
commits to it by immediately executing it. The ad-
vantage is that, whenever a sensing action occurs, the
outcome is immediately known and no branching is nec-
essary. The authors argue that it is infeasible to verify
very large programs off-line, in particular those that
contain many nondeterministic actions and sensing ac-
tions. The authors certainly have a point here. In par-
ticular, programs with loops such as while ¢ do ...

sense(O) ... endwhile generally lead to infinite CAT’s
in our approach. Despite these shortcomings, we think
there is a place for off-line interpretation of programs
with sensing. For one, many programs with a moder-
ate number of sensing actions can very well be handled
by our approach,s Also, as we have seen, sensing does
not necessarily lead to branching. Furthermore, we be-
lieve that off-line interpreting is a valuable tool during
program development, since we want to have some con-
fidence that a program works before running it on an
expensive robot, de Giacomo and Levesque seem to be-
lieve in off-line interpretation as well, at least partly.
They allow a user to specify which parts of a program
are to be handled off-line. Their version of off-line inter-
pretation, however, is quite limited compared to ours.
For one, they only verify that for all outcomes of sensing
the program is executable without actually construct-
ing a plan (like our CAT’s), which could then be ex-
ecuted without further processing. Moreover, they do
not handle sensing of terms. It seems interesting to try
and combine our ideas with theirs to have the best of
both worlds.
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